
To: Investor Partners of Castlereagh Equity Pty Ltd 

From:  Peter Phan 

Date:  28 February 2014 

Re: Monthly Update 

 

“ A climate of fear is your friend when investing; a euphoric world is your enemy.” 

Warren Buffet- 2014 

 

 Castlereagh Equity ASX All Ordinaries Relative Performance 

1 November 2013 to 

28 February 2014 

-3% 0% -3% 

 

CE started on 1 November 2013.  On the opening of trading that day, the ASX All Ordinaries was at 

an all time high of 5420.  This represented approximately 70% gain from GFC lows. As at the date of 

this memorandum, the ASX All Ordinaries is at 5415, barely unchanged from its level of 5420 on 1 

November 2013.   

 

The fund has declined 3%, due to declining prices of holdings. Such volatility is a normal functioning 

of the stock market. In actual fact, this is precisely within expectations, as I usually purchase shares 

when prices are on the decline, and more often than not, prices will continue to drop after purchase.  

I am often asked, “so why do you buy when you know prices will drop further?” My answer is that I 

do not know when prices will stop dropping or the precise moment when prices will rise. As a matter 

of practicality and experience, volumes are also more easily obtained when prices are dropping, and 

volumes are much harder to obtain when prices are on the upswing.  

 

During the month of February 2014, I have had the pleasure of reviewing earnings reports from a 

multitude of companies (on last count, I have perused close to 100 reports).  With few exceptions, 

market valuations are incorporating very optimistic growth assumptions in the pricing of equities. In 

plain English, this means that the level of some share prices can only be explained by assuming that 

the business will keep increasing profits substantially every year. In some cases, the assumed profit 

growth exceeded 20% per year for the next ten years.   In other cases, shares with a good “me too” 

story but yet to make a profit are priced as if their potential earnings will follow the path of a hockey 

stick.  

 

It is obvious that we are experiencing market conditions far removed from a climate of fear. 

 

My job is to be fearful when others are greedy.  Putting on my “fear” lenses, I see many risks factors 

which appear to be overlooked by market participants, some of which are listed as follows: 

 

1. Rising unemployment; 

2. Continued escalation of housing prices and levels of private debt; 

3. Risks taking by major banks, especially ANZ; 

4. Lack of major initiatives from governments, especially on infrastructure spending; 

5. Endemic corruption in China, one of our major trading partners. 

 

In view of the heightened risks factors enumerated above, I have made a concerted effort to buffer 

and insulate the CE portfolio.  Cash level is over 70% of total portfolio.  The shares currently held in 

the portfolio have the following characteristics: 



 

1. No bank debt; 

2. Average cash backing of 25 cents to every dollar invested by the fund; 

3. Historically and prospectively free cashflow positive from business operations; 

4. Founder/owner/operator holding at least 20% of all shares outstanding. 

 

The market is now putting increasing premiums on dividends, earnings and sales.  Safety measures 

such as balance sheet and assets are increasingly sidelined. As the market escalates, the possibility 

of finding reasonable value dissipates proportionately.  Market participants are placing bets that 

actual future earnings growth will exceed the implied growth rates priced into shares,  for example, 

buying shares at PE 25 with expectations that earnings will growth at 30% per annum for the next 

few years.   

 

Buyers tend to forget financial and stock market history.  Various studies have shown that it is 

extremely rare for a major corporation to grow earnings at 15% per annum for an extended period 

of time.  

 

Prices are high, because it reflects a cheery consensus. I cannot predict short term price movements. 

These movements are dictated by emotions of market participants. The market may go even higher 

than today, possibly much higher. In that case, you should expect that the CE portfolio will continue 

to underperform, and bragging rights will not be available for quite some time.  

 

I am currently focussing my attention on assets and balance sheets, and attempting to uncover 

mispricing anomalies within these areas. My primary aim remains that of protecting against 

permanent lost of capital. A large cash hoard allows us the flexibility of moving quickly and decisively 

when opportunities present themselves. 

 

If any investor partner wishes to contact me to discuss this memorandum or any other matters 

related to CE, please do not hesitate to do so.  Contact details can be found on CE’s website. 

Thank you for your trust and confidence in us. 

Regards 

Peter Phan 

Director, Castlereagh Equity Pty Ltd 

 


